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Abstract. We develop a theory of localization for braid group representations
associated with objects in braided fusion categories and, more generally, to Yang-
Baxter operators in monoidal categories. The essential problem is to determine
when a family of braid representations can be uniformly modelled upon a tensor
power of a fixed vector space in such a way that the braid group generators
act “locally”. Although related to the notion of (quasi-)fiber functors for fusion
categories, remarkably, such localizations can exist for representations associated
with objects of non-integral dimension. We conjecture that such localizations
exist precisely when the object in question has dimension the square-root of an
integer and prove several key special cases of the conjecture.

1. Introduction

Our aim is to generalize and develop the theory of localizations for braid group
representations building upon the groundwork laid in [RW]. In this Introduction
we summarize the main aspects of [RW] for the reader’s convenience, and then
explain the particular achievements of the current work. We leave some relevant
standard definitions to later sections for brevity’s sake.
The (n-strand) braid groupBn is defined as the group generated by σ1, . . . , σn−1

satisfying:

(1.1) σiσj = σjσi, if |i− j| ≥ 2,

(1.2) σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1.

The following definition appears in [RW], related to the notion of towers of
algebras found in [GHJ]:

Definition 1.1. An indexed family of complex Bn-representations (ρn, Vn) is a
sequence of braid representations if there exist injective algebra homomor-
phisms τn : Cρn(Bn) → Cρn+1(Bn+1) such that the following diagram commutes:

CBn
//

� _

ι

��

Cρn(Bn)� _

τn
��

CBn+1
// Cρn+1(Bn+1)
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where ι : CBn → CBn+1 is the homomorphism given by ι(σi) = σi.

Usually the homomorphisms τn will be clear from the context and will be sup-
pressed. Examples of sequences of braid representations of interest include those
obtained from specialized quotients of C(q)Bn (e.g. Temperley-Lieb algebras [J1])
and from objects in braided fusion categories. An important role is played by the
basic class of examples obtained from braided vector spaces (W,R): that is, a vector
space W and an automorphism R ∈ End(W⊗2) satisfying (I⊗R)(R ⊗ I)(I⊗R) =
(R ⊗ I)(I⊗R)(R ⊗ I). These sequences of Bn-representations will be denoted
(ρ(W,R),W⊗n).
The question considered in [RW] is: when can a given unitary sequence of braid

group representations be related to a sequence of braid group representations of
the form (ρ(W,R),W⊗n) in the following sense:

Definition 1.2. Suppose (ρn, Vn) is a sequence of braid representations. A lo-
calization of (ρn, Vn) is a braided vector space (W,R) such that for all n ≥ 2
there exist injective algebra homomorphisms φn : Cρ(Bn) → End(W⊗n) such that
φn ◦ ρ = ρ(W,R).
If (ρn, Vn) are unitary representations and R ∈ U(W⊗2) we say that (W,R) is a
unitary localization.

The sequences of braid representations studied in [RW] are constructed as fol-
lows: Let X be an object in a braided fusion category C. The braiding c on C

induces algebra homomorphisms ψn
X : CBn → EndC(X

⊗n) via σi → I⊗i−1
X ⊗cX,X ⊗

I⊗n−i−1
X (where we have suppressed the associativities for notational convenience).
The left action of EndC(X

⊗n) on the minimal faithful moduleWX
n :=

⊕
iHomC(Xi, X

⊗n)
(Xi simple subobjects ofX⊗n) yields a sequence of braid representations (ρX ,W

X
n ).

A main result is the following:

Proposition 1.3 (see [RW] Theorem 4.5). Suppose that X is a simple object in a
braided fusion category C, the sequence (ρX ,W

X
n ) is localizable and ψn

X is surjective
(so that HomC(Xi, X

⊗n) is irreducible as a Bn representation for each i). Then
FPdim(X)2 ∈ N.

Otherwise stated, the hypotheses imply that the fusion subcategory generated
by X is weakly integral.
On the other hand, the sequence of braid group representations (ρX ,W

X
n ) as-

sociated with an object X ∈ Rep(H) for a finite dimensional semisimple quasi-
triangular Hopf algebra H is easily seen to be localizable (see Prop. 4.17 for a
stronger statement). Notice that Rep(H) is an integral fusion category in this
case (i.e. FPdim(X) ∈ N for all X ∈ Rep(H)). The main conjecture in [RW] is
the following:

Conjecture 1.4 (cf. [RW] Conjecture 4.1). Let X ∈ C be a simple object in a
braided fusion category. Then (ρX ,W

X
n ) is localizable if, and only if, FPdim(X)2 ∈

N.
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A related conjecture is the following:

Conjecture 1.5 (cf. [RSW] Conjecture 6.6). Let X be a simple object in a braided
fusion category. Then the image of Bn under (ρX ,W

X
n ) is a finite group if, and

only if, FPdim(X)2 ∈ N.

The following brings these ideas full circle:

Conjecture 1.6 (cf. [RW] Conjecture 3.1). Suppose (V,R) is a braided vector
space such that R is unitary and finite order. Then the image of the Bn represen-
tation on V ⊗n defined by σi → I⊗i−1

V ⊗R⊗ I⊗n−i−1
V has finite image.

It should be noted that neither the unitarity nor finite order condition can be
dropped.
The following is a summary of the current work: In Section 3 we generalize

the notion of Yang-Baxter operators in two ways, leading to quasi- and (k,m)-
generalized braided vector spaces. We give a more flexible version of Definition
1.1 in terms of sequences of algebras equipped with braid group representations
(Definition 4.5). In Section 4 we define C-localizations over arbitrary monoidal
categories C, so that a Vecf -localization is the same as Definition 1.2. Moreover,
when C is a monoidal category associated with a quasi-braided vector space we ob-
tain the notion of a quasi-localization and prove that modules over quasitriangular
quasi -Hopf algebras lead to quasi -localizable sequences of algebras just as modules
over quasitriangular Hopf algebras lead to localizable sequences of algebras. As a
by-product we obtain a criterion for the existence of a fiber functor for an integral
braided fusion category. To continue the analogy with reconstruction-type theo-
rems we describe weak localizations as well. A variant of localization associated
with (k,m)-generalized braided vector spaces is also given, which, although some-
what mysterious, is more explicit than quasi-localizations. The main result of the
somewhat technical Section 5 is that the braid group representations associated
with any weakly group-theoretical braided fusion category C are unitarizable, and
if in addition C is integral a unitary (quasi-)localization exists. We also give an
example associated with quantum sl3 at 6th roots of unity which illustrates the
differences between the various forms of localization studied here. In Section 6
we state a version of the conjectures mentioned above for quasi- and generalized
localizations and provide evidence. In particular we prove the statement analogous
to [RW, Theorem 4.5] (see above) in these settings.
Acknowlegements E.R. thanks D. Naidu and Z. Wang for useful comments.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we recall some standard notions in order to establish notation
and conventions. Much of the material here can be found in [BK], but we typically
adopt the conventions of [ENO1].
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2.1. k-linear categories. Let k be a field. A k-linear category C is a category
in which the Hom-sets are k-vector spaces, the compositions are k-bilinear (we do
not assume the existence of direct sums or zero object, so C may not be additive).
The notion of a k-linear functor C → D, and a k-bilinear bifunctor C × C′ → D

for k-linear categories C,C′,D, will be obvious.
A k-linear category C is said to be of locally finite dimension if HomC(X, Y )

is of finite dimension for any X, Y ∈ C. In this paper we shall only consider
k-linear categories of locally finite dimension.

2.2. C∗-categories. Most of the material here can be found in [Mu1].

Definition 2.1. A C-linear category D is called a complex ∗-category if:

(1) There is an involutive antilinear contravariant endofunctor ∗ of D which is
the identity on objects. The image of f under ∗ will be denoted by f ∗.

(2) For each f ∈ HomD(X, Y ), f ∗f = 0 implies f = 0.

In particular, in a complex ∗-category, each HomD(X,X) is a ∗-algebra with iden-
tity. A C∗-category D is a complex ∗-category such that the spaces HomD(X, Y )
are Banach spaces and the norms satisfy

||fg|| ≤ ||f || ||g||, ||f ∗f || = ||f ||2,
for all f ∈ HomD(X, Y ), g ∈ HomD(Y, Z). (Then the algebras HomD(X,X) are
C∗-algebras.)

Remark 2.2. Every abelian complex ∗-category of locally finite dimension admits
a unique structure of C∗-category (see [Mu1, Proposition 2.1]). Since we are only
interested in categories of locally finite dimension, for us abelian C∗-category and
abelian complex ∗-category are equivalent notions.

Example 2.3. Let R be a finite dimensional C∗-algebra, then the category U-
Rep(R) of ∗-representations on finite dimensional Hilbert spaces is an abelian
∗-category and thus admits a unique C∗-structure. Note Rep(R) is equivalent to
U-Rep(R).

Let X and Y be objects in a ∗-category. A morphism u : X → Y is unitary if
uu∗ = IY and u∗u = IX . A morphism a : X → X is self-adjoint if a∗ = a.
A natural transformation γ : F → G, between functors F,G : D1 → D2 with

D2 a ∗-category is called unitary natural transformation if γX is unitary for
each X ∈ D1.

Remark 2.4. Let D a ∗-category
(1) The opposite category Dop is a ∗-category with the same ∗-structure.
(2) Every isomorphism in a C∗-category has a polar decomposition, i.e., if

f : X → Y is an isomorphism, then f = ua where a : X → X is self-
adjoint and u : X → Y is unitary, see [B, Proposition 8].
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Definition 2.5. A ∗-functor F : D → D′ between ∗-categories D and D′ is
C-linear functor such that F (f ∗) = F (f)∗ for all f ∈ HomD(X, Y ).

Remark 2.6. Let R be a finite dimensional C∗-algebra, then every exact endo-
functor F : U-Rep(R) → U-Rep(R) is naturally equivalent to a functor of the
form M ⊗R (?), where M ∈Bimod(R) is an R-bimodule. The functor M ⊗R (?)
is a ∗-functor if and only if M is a unitary R-bimodule or equivalently a unitary
R ⊗ Rop-module. We shall denote the ∗-category of unitary R-bimodules as U-
Bimod(R).

Two ∗-categories D and D′ are unitarily equivalent if there exist ∗-functors
F : D → D

′ and G : D′ → D and unitary natural isomorphisms ID → G ◦ F ,
ID′ → F ◦G.
Remark 2.7. (1) Every equivalence of ∗-category is equivalent to a unitary

equivalence.
(2) Every abelian ∗-category is unitary equivalent to a category

⊕
i∈I Hilbf , a

direct sum of copies of the category of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.

Given ∗-categories D1 and D2 we define the C-linear category Hom∗(D1,D2),
where objects are ∗-functors F : D1 → D2 such that F (X) 6= 0 for finite iso-
morphism classes of simple objects, and morphisms are natural transformations.
The category Hom∗(D1,D2) has a natural structure of ∗-category with ∗-structure
(α∗)X = (αX)

∗.

2.3. Unitary fusion categories and module categories. For us, a monoidal
category (C,⊗, α, 1, λ, ρ) will always be k-linear with associativity constraint αV,W,Z :
(V ⊗W )⊗ Z → V ⊗ (W ⊗ Z), unit object 1 and unit constraints λ, ρ satisfying
the usual (triangle and pentagon) axioms. Note that we do not assume that 1
is a simple object. As is customary, we will assume that the unit constraints are
identities and abuse notation by referring to “the monoidal category (C,⊗, α).”
Definition 2.8. A multi-fusion category is a monoidal, rigid, semisimple cat-
egory with a finite number of isomorphism classes of simple objects. A fusion
category is a multi-fusion category in which 1 is a simple object.
A unitary (multi)-fusion category is a (multi)-fusion category (C,⊗, α),

where C is a positive ∗-category, the constraints are unitary natural transforma-
tions, and (f ⊗ g)∗ = f ∗ ⊗ g∗, for every pair of morphisms f, g in C.

Example 2.9. (1) The category of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces Hilbf ,
with the tensor product of Hilbert spaces is a unitary fusion category.

(2) If R is a finite dimensional C∗-algebra, then U-Bimod(R) is a unitary
multi-fusion category.

(3) Recall that a finite dimensional (quasi) Kac algebra is a (quasi) Hopf al-
gebra H , such that H is a C∗-algebra, ∆ and ε are ∗-algebras morphisms,
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and if H is a quasi-Hopf algebra the associator must satisfy Φ∗ = Φ−1. In
this case the category of unitary H-modules is a unitary fusion category.

A ∗-monoidal functor between unitary fusion categories is a monoidal functor
(F, F 0, F 1) : C1 → C2, such that F is a ∗-functor, and F 0

X,Y , F
1
X are unitary natural

transformations.
Module categories over monoidal categories are defined in [O1].

Definition 2.10. Let C be a unitary fusion category. A left C-module ∗-
category is a left C-module category (M,⊗, µ) such that M is a ∗-category,
the constraints are unitary natural transformations, and (f⊗g)∗ = f ∗⊗g∗ for all
f ∈ C, g ∈ M.

Definition 2.11. A C-module ∗-functor F : M → N between C-module ∗-
categories M,N, is C-module functor (F, F 0, F 1), such that F is a ∗-functor, and
F 0, F 1 are unitary natural transformations.

Recall that a monoidal category is called strict if the associativity constraint
is the identity. A module category (M,⊗, µ) over a strict monoidal category is
called a strict module category if the constraint µ is the identity. Using the
same argument as in [Ga1, Proposition 2.2] we may assume that every unitary
fusion category C and every C-module ∗-category is strict.
If α : F → G is a module natural transformation between C-module ∗-functors,

α∗ : G→ F is a C-module natural transformation. Thus the category Hom∗
C(M,N)

of all C-module ∗-functors and C-module natural transformations has a ∗-structure.

3. Quasi- and Generalized Yang-Baxter operators

3.1. Yang-Baxter operators. We shall recall the definition of Yang-Baxter op-
erator on a monoidal category, see [Ks]:

Definition 3.1. If V is an object of a monoidal category (C,⊗, α) and c ∈ Aut(V ⊗
V ) satisfies the equation

(3.1) αV,V,V (c⊗ I)α−1
V,V,V (I⊗c)αV,V,V (c⊗ I) = (I⊗c)αV,V,V (c⊗ I)α−1

V,V,V (I⊗c)αV,V,V

(where I = IV ) then c is called a Yang-Baxter operator on V .

Yang-Baxter operators define representations of the braid groups in the following
way: define V ⊛1 = V , V ⊛n = V ⊛(n−1) ⊗ V that is, all left parentheses appear left
of the first V with the same convention for tensor products of morphisms. Define
automorphisms c1, . . . , cn−1 of V ⊛n by

(3.2) ci = (α−1
V ⊛(i−1),V,V

⊗I
⊗(n−i−1)
V )(IV ⊛(i−1) ⊗c⊗I

⊗(n−i−1)
V )(αV ⊛(i−1),V,V ⊗I

⊗(n−i−1)
V ),

where, for example,

αV ⊛3,V,V ⊗ I⊗2
V = (αV ⊛3,V,V ⊗ IV )⊗ IV ∈ HomC(V

⊛7, ((V ⊛3 ⊗ (V ⊗ V ))⊗ V )⊗ V ).
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Thus, for any n the map

ρn : Bn → AutC(V
⊛n)

σi 7→ ci
(3.3)

is a group homomorphism (see [Ks, Lemma XV.4.1]).

Definition 3.2. A Yang-Baxter operator c on a finite dimensional vector space
V ∈ Vecf is called a braided vector space (V, c). A unitary braided vector
space (H, c) is a unitary Yang-Baxter operator c on an object H in the category
of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces.

Remark 3.3. The group AutC(V
⊛n) is linear: it has a faithful action on the vector

space EndC(V
⊛n). Pulling back via ρn we obtain a linear representation of Bn on

EndC(V
⊛n).

In the special case of braided vector spaces (V, c) (i.e. C =Vecf ) one has
AutC(V

⊛n) = GL(V ⊛n) so that one obtains a linear representation of Bn on V ⊛n.
Moreover, the associativity isomorphisms for Vecf are: αV,V,V : (v1 ⊗ v2) ⊗ v3 →
v1⊗ (v2⊗ v3) so that, with respect to the obvious compatible choices of bases, the
αV ⊛(i−1) ,V,V are all represented by the identity matrix. Thus the Bn-representation
on V ⊛n obtained from ρn is equivalent to a matrix representation of the form

σi → I⊗i−1 ⊗ c⊗ I⊗n−i−1.

In particular, our definition of braided vector space is the same as that of [AS],
i.e. a pair (V, c) where c ∈ Aut(V ⊗V ) satisfies (3.1) on V ⊗3 with the α removed.

3.2. Quasi Yang-Baxter operators. Let (D,⊗) be a monoidal category and
A ∈ D an object. We shall denote by 〈A〉 the monoidal subcategory ofD generated
by A, that is, the objects of 〈A〉 are isomorphism classes of A⊗n for n ≥ 0 (A⊗0 =
1).
Let a = {aX,Y }X,Y ∈〈A〉 be a family of isomorphisms aX,Y : (X ⊗ A) ⊗ Y →

X ⊗ (A⊗ Y ), X, Y ∈ 〈A〉. We shall say that a is self-natural if aX,Y is natural
in X and Y for every pair of isomorphisms constructed as a composition of tensor
products of identities, elements and inverses of elements in a.
If a = {aX,Y }X,Y ∈〈A〉 is a self-natural family of isomorphisms we define a2 =

{a2X,Y }X,Y ∈〈A〉 a new family of self-natural on A ⊗ A by the commutativity of
pentagonal diagram:
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((X ⊗ A)⊗ A)⊗ Y

(X ⊗A)⊗ (A⊗ Y )

aX⊗A,Y

99ttttttttttttttt
X ⊗ (A⊗ (A⊗ Y ))

aX,A⊗Y

%%J
JJ

JJ
JJ

JJ
JJ

JJ
JJ

(X ⊗ (A⊗ A))⊗ Y

aX,A⊗IY

��,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,

X ⊗ ((A⊗ A)⊗ Y )
a2X,Y //

IX ⊗aA,Y

II��������������

Definition 3.4. Let D be a monoidal category and A an object in D. A quasi-
Yang-Baxter operator on A is a pair (a, c), where a = {aX,Y }X,Y ∈〈A〉 is a family
of self-natural transformations and c : A ⊗ A → A⊗ A is an automorphism such
that

(3.4) aA,A(c⊗ I)a−1
A,A(I⊗c)aA,A(c⊗ I) = (I⊗c)aA,A(c⊗ I)a−1

A,A(I⊗c)aA,A,

and the diagram

(3.5) (X ⊗ (A⊗A))⊗ Y

(IX ⊗c)⊗IY
��

a2X,Y // X ⊗ ((A⊗ A)⊗ Y )

IX ⊗(c⊗IY )
��

(X ⊗ (A⊗A))⊗ Y
a2X,Y // X ⊗ ((A⊗ A)⊗ Y )

commutes for all X, Y ∈ 〈A〉.
If D is a C∗-tensor category and A is an object, a unitary quasi-Yang-Baxter

operator on A is a quasi-Yang-Baxter operator (a, c) such that c and aX,Y are
unitary isomorphisms for all X, Y ∈ 〈A〉.
Example 3.5.
Quasi-Yang-Baxter operators generalize the notion of Yang-Baxter operators over
monoidal categories. In fact, if (A, c) is a Yang-Baxter operator over a monoidal
category (C,⊗, α) then aX,Y = αX,A,Y defines a self-natural family of isomorphisms
such that a2X,Y = αX,A⊗A,Y (by the pentagonal identity), and by the naturality of
α, the diagram 3.5 commutes, so (αX,A,Y , c) is a quasi-Yang-Baxter operator on
A.

Definition 3.6. A quasi-braided vector space is a quasi-Yang-Baxter operator
over Vecf . A unitary quasi-braided vector space is a unitary quasi-Yang-Baxter
operator in the category of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
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Example 3.7. Let (H,Φ, R) be a quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra and V an
H-module. Then for each pair X, Y ∈ 〈V 〉 the family of isomorphisms aX,Y ((x⊗
v) ⊗ y) = Φ(x ⊗ (v ⊗ y)) is self-natural and c : V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V given by
c(v⊗v′) = (R(v⊗v′))21 defines a quasi-braided vector space structure on V ∈ Vecf .
(recall that (v ⊗ w)21 = w ⊗ v). Observe that c is a Yang-Baxter operator on
V ∈ Rep(H), but cannot be a braided vector space unless the forgetful functor is
a fiber functor.

Let (a, c) be a quasi-Yang-Baxter operator on A ∈ C. We define A⊛1 = A,
A⊛n = A⊛(n−1) ⊗A and automorphisms c1, . . . , cn−1 of A⊛n by

(3.6) ci = (a−1
A⊛(i−1),A

⊗ I
⊗(n−i−1)
A )(IA⊛(i−1) ⊗c⊗ I

⊗(n−i−1)
A )(aA⊛(i−1),A ⊗ I

⊗(n−i−1)
A ).

Now suppose that C is strict. We define a monoidal category (A, a, c) where

Obj(A, a, c) =Obj〈A〉 and the tensor product of objects is the same as in C. We
define inductively self-natural families of isomorphisms anX,Y : (X ⊗ A⊛n) ⊗ Y →
X ⊗ (A⊛n ⊗ Y ) by a1 = a and anX,Y by the commutativity of the diagram

((X ⊗A⊛(n−1))⊗ A)⊗ Y

(X ⊗A⊛(n−1))⊗ (A⊗ Y )

a
X⊗A⊛(n−1) ,Y

99ttttttttttttttt

X ⊗ (A⊛(n−1) ⊗ (A⊗ Y ))

an−1
X,A⊗Y

%%J
JJ

JJ
JJ

JJ
JJ

JJ
JJ

(X ⊗ (A⊛(n−1) ⊗ A))⊗ Y

an−1
X,A⊗IY

��,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,

X ⊗ ((A⊛(n−1) ⊗ A)⊗ Y )
anX,Y //

IX ⊗a
A⊛(n−1),Y

II��������������

A morphism f : A⊛n → A⊛m in (A, a, c) is a morphism in C such that the
diagram

(X ⊗ A⊛n)⊗ Y

(IX ⊗f)⊗IY
��

anX,Y // X ⊗ (A⊛n ⊗ Y )

IX ⊗(f⊗IY )
��

(X ⊗ A⊛m)⊗ Y
amX,Y // X ⊗ (A⊛m ⊗ Y )

is commutative for any X, Y ∈ (A, a, c).

Using the same arguments of [Dav, Section 2.1], we can prove that (A, a, c) is a
monoidal category with tensor product⊗ and associativity constraint αA⊛m,A⊛n,A⊛s =
anA⊛m,A⊛s.
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Proposition 3.8. Let (a, c) be a quasi-Yang-Baxter operator on A ∈ C. There ex-
ists a unique homomorphism of groups ρn : Bn → AutC(A

⊛n) sending the generator
σi of Bn to ci for each i = 1, . . . , n− 1.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that C is strict, since in the
non-strict case by the coherence of C every object in 〈A〉 is isomorphic to A⊛n

by a unique isomorphism constructed as composition and tensor products of the
constraint isomorphisms and their inverses. By hypothesis c : A ⊗ A → A ⊗ A
is a Yang-Baxter operator in (A, a, c), so the proposition follows from the group
morphisms (3.3). �

3.3. Generalized Yang-Baxter Operators. In this subsection we will describe
a second approach to generalizing Yang-Baxter operators based upon the general-
ized Yang-Baxter equation introduced in [RZWG].

Definition 3.9. Let V be an object in a monoidal category (C,⊗, α) and k,m ∈
N with k > m. Set Im := IV ⊛m and denote by αk,m the natural isomorphism
V ⊛k ⊗ V ⊛m → V ⊛m ⊗ V ⊛k coming from α. For an automorphism c ∈ Aut(V ⊛k)
the (k,m)-generalized Yang-Baxter equation ((k,m)-gYBE) on V is

(3.7) αk,m(c⊗Im)α−1
k,m(Im⊗c)αk,m(c⊗Im) = (Im⊗c)αk,m(c⊗Im)α−1

k,m(Im⊗c)αk,m.

A solution c to the (k,m)-gYBE is called a (k,m)-gYB operator on V if in
addition c satisfies the following equations for all 4 ≤ j:

(3.8) αj(c⊗ Im(j−2))α
−1
j (Im(j−2) ⊗ c) = (Im(j−2) ⊗ c)αj(c⊗ Im(j−2))α

−1
j .

where αj = αk,m(j−2).

Remark 3.10. (1) To verify that a solution c to the (k,m)-gYBE is a (k,m)-
gYB operator it is sufficient to check eqn. (3.8) for j < k

m
+ 2 since for

j ≥ k
m
+ 2 eqn. the operators c1 and cj act nontrivially on disjoint tensor

factors so (3.8) is automatic.
(2) The requirement k > m is to avoid trivialities in what follows: see Prop.

3.12 below.
(3) A Yang-Baxter operator on V in a category C is a (2, 1)-gYB operator.
(4) One may also define generalized quasi -Yang-Baxter operators but we shall

have no need to do so.

Definition 3.11. A (unitary) (k,m)-generalized braided vector space is a
(unitary) (k,m)-gYB operator c on a finite dimensional (Hilbert) vector space V ∈
Vecf .

As in Remark 3.3, in the case of a (k,m)-generalized braided vector space (V, c)
we may suppress the α in eqns. (3.7) and (3.8) by choosing bases appropriately.
Define operators

(3.9) ck,mi = I⊗i−1
m ⊗ c⊗ I⊗n−i−1

m
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for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. We have the following:

Proposition 3.12. Suppose (V, c) is a (k,m)-generalized braided vector space.

The assignment σi → ck,mi defines a group homomorphism for n ≥ 1:

ρc : Bn → AutC(V
⊗k+m(n−2)).

Proof. Eqn. (3.7) implies that ck,m1 ck,m2 ck,m1 = ck,m2 ck,m1 ck,m2 and it follows that ck,mi

and ck,mi+1 satisfy relation (1.2). For relation (1.1) it is enough to check that ck,m1

commutes with ck,m3 , . . . , ck,mn−1, which is eqn. (3.8). �

Remark 3.13. A result analogous to Prop. 3.12 for (k,m)-gYB operators on
objects in arbitrary monoidal categories C can be proved with essentially no change
except to eqn. (3.9).

Example 3.14. Set J =




0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0


. In [RZWG] it is shown that the matrix

R = 1√
2

(
I J
−J I

)
yields a unitary (3, 2)-generalized braided vector space (C2, R)

(where I represents the 4× 4 identity matrix).

4. Localizations

In this section we give some variations on the notion of localization in somewhat
more flexible settings. Although the categories we have in mind are typically
highly structured (abelian, semisimple etc.) and confer significant structure on
the associated braid representations, we discard as much of these restrictions as is
possible.

4.1. Sequences of algebras under CB.

Definition 4.1. A C-category (resp. a C∗-category) A shall be called diagonal
if:

(1) Obj(A) = N (we shall denote by [n] the object corresponding to the natural
n),

(2) for all n,m ∈ N, m 6= n, HomA([m], [n]) = 0.

To specify a diagonal category A it is enough to describe the algebras EndA([n])
for each n. We shall denote by CB the diagonal C-linear ∗-category where
EndCB([n]) = CBn for all n ∈ N. Observe that this is just the linearization of
the category Braid that appears in [JS] (as a ∗-category).
Definition 4.2. (1) Let A and D be diagonal categories. A morphism F :

A → D from A to D is a C-linear functor F : A → D such that F([n]) = [n]
for all n ∈ N.
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(2) A diagonal category under CB is a pair (A, ρA) where A is a diagonal
category and ρA : CB → A is a morphism of diagonal categories.

To specify a morphism F : A → D of diagonal categories one need only describe
F : EndA([n]) → EndD([n]) for each n, so that a diagonal category under CB is a
family of C-algebra representations ρA : CBn → EndA([n]).
In [TW] tensor representations F : Tang → Vecf of the tangle category Tang

are defined as covariant tensor functors such that F ([n]) = V ⊗n for some V ∈Vecf .
Since CB is a subcategory of (the C-linearization of) Tang such a tensor repre-
sentation gives rise to a diagonal category under CB.

Notation 4.3. If (A, ρA) is a diagonal category under CB, we shall denote by
(A, ρA) the diagonal category under CB given by EndA([n]) := ρA(CBn) ⊂ EndA([n]),
and we shall denote byA+1, the diagonal category under CB where HomA+1

([n], [m]) =
HomA([n + 1], [m+ 1]), for all n ∈ N.

Definition 4.4. Let A be a diagonal category. A representation of A is an
indexed family (ϑn, Vn) (n ≥ 1) of representations ϑn : EndA([n]) → EndC(Vn).

If (ϑn, Vn) is a representation of a diagonal category (A, ρA) under CB then we
obtain another diagonal category (ϑ(A), ϑ◦ρA) under CB by setting Endϑ(A)([n]) :=
EndC(Vn) and

ϑ(ρA(CBn)) := ϑn ◦ ρA(CBn) ⊂ EndC(Vn) = Endϑ(A)([n]).

The following is a (realization-independent) replacement of Definition 1.1:

Definition 4.5. A sequence of algebras under CB is a triple (A, ρA, ιA), where
(A, ρA) is a diagonal C-category under CB and ιA : A → A+1 is a faithful mor-
phism such that for all n ∈ N the following diagram commutes:

CBn
//

� _

ι

��

CρA(Bn)� _

ιA
��

CBn+1
// CρA(Bn+1)

A sequence of algebras under CB is called unitary if A is a C∗-category and
the morphisms ρA and ι are ∗-functors.
When the maps ρA and ιA are clear from the context we will often just write A

for a sequence of algebras under CB.

Remarks 4.6. (1) Clearly if (A, ρA, ιA) is a sequence of algebras under CB

then so is (A, ρA, ιA).
(2) Suppose (A, ρA, ιA) is a sequence of algebras under CB and (ϑn, Vn) is a

faithful representation of (A, ρA) so that ϑn : EndA([n]) ∼= Endϑ(A)([n]) is

invertible for all n. Then (ϑ(A), ϑ ◦ ρA, ϑn+1 ◦ ιA ◦ ϑ−1
n ) is a sequence of
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algebras under CB. Moreover, setting ρn = ϑn ◦ ρA : CBn → EndC(Vn)
we obtain a sequence of braid representations (ρn, Vn) (in the sense of
Definition 1.1) with injective algebra homomorphisms

τn = ϑn+1ιAϑ
−1
n : ρn(CBn) →֒ ρn+1(CBn+1)

satisfying τn ◦ ρn = ρn+1 ◦ ι.
(3) A sequence of braid representations (ρn, Vn) as in Definition 1.1 gives rise

to a sequence of algebras under CB as follows: Let S = S(ρn, Vn) denote
the diagonal category with EndS([n]) := EndC(Vn) and define ρS = ρn :
CBn → EndS([n]). The injective algebra maps τn in Definition 1.1 give us

ιS = τn : Cρn(Bn) = EndS([n]) → EndS([n+ 1]) = Cρn+1(Bn+1)

so that (S, ρS, ιS) is a sequence of algebras under CB, which is unitary if
and only if the Bn-representation Vn is unitary for all n.

4.2. Key examples. Sequences of algebras under CB arise naturally in a number
of settings. We single out some important examples for later use.

Example 4.7. Let C be a monoidal C-linear category. Given a Yang-Baxter
operator c on V ∈ C, let (Y B(V,c), ρ

(V,c), ι) be the sequence of algebras under CB

defined as follows:

(1) EndY B(V,c)
([n]) = EndC(V

⊛n),

(2) ι : EndY B(V,c)
([n]) → EndY B(V,c)

([n+ 1]) is defined by ι(f) = f ⊗ IV and

(3) ρ
(V,c)
n : CBn → EndY B(V,c)

([n]) is defined by ρ
(V,c)
n (σi) = ci where ci is as in

eqn (3.2).

If H is a quasi-triangular (quasi-)Hopf algebra and V is any H-module then c
is a Yang-Baxter operator on V in the monoidal category Rep(H). Thus Y B(V,c)

has the structure of a sequence of algebras under CB.

Example 4.8. If C is a braided fusion category with simple objects O(C) = {1 =
X0, . . . , Xk−1} and X ∈ O(C) then the braiding c is a Yang-Baxter operator on X .
The semisimplicity of C implies that the sequence of algebras (Y B(X,c), ρ

(X,c), ι) un-
der CB has a faithful representation: (ϑn,W

X
n ) where WX

n :=
⊕

i HomC(Xi, X
⊗n)

is the minimal faithful EndC(X
⊗n)-module. This gives rise to the sequence of

Bn-representations of interest in [RW].

Example 4.9. Naturally CB itself has the structure of a sequence of algebra under
CB. One may construct more sequences of algebras under CB as quotients of CB
provided certain compatibility constraints are satisfied. For example we can define
a sequence of algebras TL0(q, ℓ) under CB from the Temperley-Lieb algebras by
setting EndTL0(q,ℓ)([n]) = TLn(q)/Ann(trℓ) where q = e2πi/ℓ and Ann(trℓ) is the an-
nihilator of the associated (Markov) trace form on TLn(q). The maps ρTL0(q,ℓ) and
ιTL0(q,ℓ) come from the compatibility of the surjection CBn ։ TLn(q)/Ann(trℓ)
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with ι : Bn → Bn+1. The sequence of algebras TL0(q, ℓ) is equivalent to the se-
quence (Y B(X,c), ρ

(X,c), ι) obtained from the generating simple object X (analogous
to the vector representation of sl2) in the braided fusion category C(sl2, ℓ). Indeed,
EndC(sl2,ℓ)(X

⊗n) ∼= TLn(q)/Ann(trℓ).

4.3. C-localization.

Definition 4.10. Let A be a sequence of algebras under CB and C be a monoidal
C-category. A C-localization of A is a Yang-Baxter operator c on V ∈ C and a
faithful morphism φ : A → Y B(V,c) such that φ ◦ ρA = ρ(V,c).
A unitary C-localization of a unitary sequence of algebras A under CB is a C-

localization c on V in a C∗-tensor category C, such that c is a unitary isomorphism
and φ is a ∗-functor.
The sequences of algebras under CB constructed from Yang-Baxter operators

in a category C obviously are localizable over C using the same Yang-Baxter op-
erator. This localization shall be called the trivial localization and this kind of
localizations are not relevant for us.
The following result gives some non-trivial localizations for sequences of algebras

associated to Yang-Baxter operators.

Proposition 4.11. Let C,D be monoidal C-linear categories and F : C → D a
faithful strict monoidal functor. Then for every Yang-Baxter operator (V, σ) the
pair (F (V ), F (σ)) is Yang-Baxter operator and defines a D-localization of Y B(V,σ).

That Definition 4.10 is a generalization of Definition 1.2 is demonstrated in:

Proposition 4.12. Let (ρn, Vn) be a sequence of Bn-representations (in the sense
of Definition 1.1) and (S, ρS, ιS) the associated sequence of algebras under CB as
in Remarks 4.6. Then (ρn, Vn) is localizable in sense of Definition 1.2 if and only
if (S, ρS, ιS) is Vecf -localizable.

Proof. First suppose that the sequence of Bn-representations (ρn, Vn) has localiza-
tion (V, c) as in Definition 1.2. Then there are injective maps

φn : EndS([n]) = Cρn(Bn) → End(V ⊗n) = EndY B(V,c)
([n])

such that φn ◦ ρS = ρ
(V,c)
n for all n ∈ N. Thus φn defines a faithful morphism

φ : S → Y B(V,c) such that φ ◦ ρS = ρ(V,c), i.e., a Vecf -localization of (S, ρS, ιS).
Conversely, a Vecf -localization of (S, ρS, ιS) is a braided vector space (V ′, c′) and

a faithful morphism φ : S → Y B(V ′,c′) such that φ ◦ ρS = ρ(V
′,c′), so φn : EndS =

Cρn(Bn) → EndY B(V ′,c′)
= End(V ′⊗n) define a localization of (ρn, Vn) in the sense

of Definition 1.2. �

This motivates the following short-hand notation:

Definition 4.13. A Vecf -localization of A will be called a localization and a
(unitary) Hilbf -localization of A will be called a unitary localization.
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If (V, c) is a localization of A we will refer to dim(V ) as the dimension of the
localization.

Corollary 4.14. Let (A, ρA, ιA) be a localizable sequence of algebras under CB.
Then for any faithful representation (ϑn, Vn) of A the sequence of Bn-representations
(ϑn ◦ ρA, Vn) is localizable in the sense of Definition 1.2.

�

We illustrate this result with the following example.

Example 4.15. Consider the sequence (Y B(X,c), ρ
(X,c), ι) constructed from an ob-

ject in a braided fusion category C as in Example 4.8. The faithful representation
(ϑn,W

X
n ) of Y B(X,c) yields a sequence of Bn-representations (ϑn ◦ ρ(X,c),WX

n ). If
Y B(X,c) has localization (V,R) with faithful morphism φ : Y B(X,c) → EndC(V

⊗n)

satisfying φ◦ρ(X,c) = ρ(V,R) then defining Φn = φ◦(ϑn |ρ(X,c)(CBn))
−1 gives us the re-

quired algebra injections (ϑn ◦ρ(X,c))(CBn)
Φn→ EndC(V

⊗n) so that (ϑn◦ρ(X,c),WX
n )

is localizable.

4.4. Quasi-localization.

Definition 4.16. LetA be a sequence of algebras under CB. A quasi-localization
of A is a (V, a, c)-localization where (V, a, c) is a quasi-braided vector space.

Again, dim(V ) will be the dimension of the quasi-localization (V, a, c).

Proposition 4.17. Let H be a quasi-triangular (resp. quasi-Kac algebra) quasi-
Hopf algebra and V an (resp. unitary) H-module. Then the sequence of (resp.
unitary) algebras Y B(V,c) under CB has a (resp. unitary) quasi-localization of
dimension dim(V ). Moreover, if H is a (resp. Kac algebra) Hopf algebra, the
sequence of (resp. unitary) algebras Y B(V,c) under CB has a (resp. unitary) local-
ization of dimension dim(V ).

Proof. Let (V, a, c) be the quasi-braided vector space defined in Example 3.7. Then

the monoidal category 〈V 〉 ⊂ Rep(H) is a full tensor subcategory of (V, a, c) so by
Proposition 4.11 (V, a, c) is quasi-localization of Y B(V,c). If H is a quasitriangular

quasi-Kac algebra (V, a, c) is a unitary quasi-braided vector space and (V, a, c)
is a C∗-tensor category, so the same argument shows that (V, a, c) is a unitary
quasi-localization of Y B(V,c).
Finally, if H is a Hopf algebra (resp. Kac algebra) we can choose a trivial, so

(V, c) is a localization (resp. unitary localization). �

Remark 4.18. (1) Observe that if C is an integral braided fusion category
then there is a quasi-Hopf algebra H such that C ∼= Rep(H) by [ENO1,
Theorem 8.33]. In general it is difficult to determine if C actually has a
fiber functor, i.e. H can be chosen to be a (coassociative) Hopf algebra.
Prop. 4.17 shows that if the braid group representation associated with
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X ∈ C does not have a localization (V, c) with dim(V ) = FPdim(X) then
no fiber functor can exist.

(2) Note that Prop. 4.17 holds for topological quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf al-
gebras (see [Ks]): we may allow the universal R-matrix to reside in a
completion of H⊗H as long as it gives rise to a quasi-braided vector space
(V, a, c).

In analogy with Prop. 4.12 we use the following:

Notation 4.19. Let (ρn, Vn) be a sequence of braid representations and S the
associated sequence of algebras under CB. A quasi-localization (V, a, c) of S will
be also called a quasi-localization of (ρn, Vn).

4.5. Weak localization. In analogy with weak Hopf algebras we make the fol-
lowing:

Definition 4.20. Let A be a sequence of algebras under CB. A weak local-
ization of A is a Bimod(R)-localization of A where R is a finite dimensional
semisimple C-algebra.

Any (multi-)fusion category is equivalent to the representation category of a
weak Hopf algebra ([ENO1, Corollary 2.22]). We have the related:

Proposition 4.21. Let C be a fusion category and c a Yang-Baxter operator on
V ∈ C. The sequence of algebras Y B(V,c) has a weak-localization.

Proof. By [O1] every fusion category admits a faithful exact monoidal functor from
C to Bimod(R) for some R, so the proposition follows from Proposition 4.11. �

Remarks 4.22. (1) A weak localization with R a simple algebra, defines a
localization in Vecf . In fact, since R is simple, Bimod(R) is monoidally
equivalent to Vecf .

(2) If C is a fusion category, by [O1] there is a bijective correspondence between
structures of C-module categories and faithful exact monoidal functors from
C to Bimod(R) for R a semisimple algebra.

4.6. Generalized localization.

Example 4.23. Given a (k,m)-generalized braided vector space (V, c), we define
(gY B(V,c), ρ

(V,c), ι) to be the sequence of algebras under CB defined as follows:

(1) EndgY B(V,c)
([n]) = End(V ⊗k+m(n−2))

(2) ι : EndgY B(V,c)
([n]) → EndgY B(V,c)

([n+ 1]) is defined by f 7→ f ⊗ I⊗m
V and

(3) ρ
(V,c)
n : CBn → EndgY B(V,c)

([n]) is defined by σi 7→ ck,mi where ck,mi is given

by eqn. (3.9).

Definition 4.24. LetA be a sequence of algebras under CB. A (k,m)-localization
of A is a (k,m)-generalized braided vector space (V, c) and a faithful morphism
φ : A → gY B(V,c) such that φ ◦ ρA = ρ(V,c).
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A unitary (k,m)-localization of a unitary sequence of algebras under CB

is a (k,m)-localization (V, c) over the C∗-tensor category Hilbf , such that c is a
unitary isomorphism and φ is a ∗-functor.
Remark 4.25. Notice that one may define (k,m)-localizations over any monoidal
category C by modifying Example 4.23. We do not do so as we are ultimately
interested in matrix representations of the braid groups.

As in the case of quasi-localizations we use the following:

Notation 4.26. Let (ρn, Vn) be a sequence of braid representations and S the
associated sequence of algebras under CB. A (k,m)-localization (V, c) of S will be
also called a (k,m)-localization of (ρn, Vn).

5. Unitarity of weakly group-theoretical fusion categories

5.1. The dual of a C-module ∗-category.
Definition 5.1. A weak C∗-Hopf algebra (resp. a quasi-C∗-Hopf algebra) is
a weak Hopf algebra (H,m,∆, ε) (resp. a quasi-Hopf algebra (H,m,∆, ε,Φ, S)),
such that H is a finite dimensional C∗-algebra and ∆ is a ∗-homomorphism (resp.
∆ is a ∗-homomorphism and Φ∗ = Φ−1).

Remark 5.2. The uniqueness of the unit, counit and the antipode for weak Hopf
algebras (see [BNSz, Proposition 2.10]) imply that

1∗ = 1, ε(x∗) = ε(x), (S ◦ ∗)2 = IH .

The dual Ĥ of a weak C∗-Hopf algebra is again a C∗-algebra with ∗-operation
(see [BNSz, Theorem 4.5])

〈φ∗, x〉 = 〈φ, S(x)〉, for all φ ∈ Ĥ, x ∈ H.

A ∗-representation of a weak C∗-Hopf algebraH is a finite dimensional Hilbert
space (V, 〈, 〉V ) carrying a left action of H , such that 〈u, x ·v〉V = 〈x∗ ·u, v〉V for all
u, v ∈ V and x ∈ H . The morphisms from (V, 〈, 〉V ) to (W, 〈, 〉W ) are defined to be
the H-module morphisms from V toW . The category so obtained will be denoted
by U-Rep(H), and it is a unitary (multi)-fusion category, see [BSz, Section 3].

Theorem 5.3. Let C be a unitary fusion category and M be a C-module ∗-category
with M indecomposable. Then the monoidal category End∗

C
(M) is a unitary fusion

category monoidal equivalent to EndC(M).

Proof. Let R be a finite dimensional C∗-algebra such that U-Rep(R) is unitarily
equivalent to M. By [O1, Propostion 3] the C-module structure on M defines
an R-fiber functor F : C →Bimod(R), so by [O1, Theorem 4] there is a canonical

weak Hopf algebra H such that Rep(H) is monoidally equivalent to C and Rep(Ĥ)
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is monoidally equivalent to EndC(M). Since M is a C-module ∗-category the R-
fiber functor is a ∗-monoidal functor, and H is a weak C∗-Hopf algebra. The

dual weak Hopf algebra Ĥ is again a weak C∗-Hopf algebra, so EndC(M) is a
unitary fusion category. Finally, in order to prove that End∗

C
(M) is ∗-monoidally

equivalent to EndC(M), we can use again [O1, Theorem 4] and that every Ĥ-

module is isomorphic to a unitary Ĥ-module. �

5.2. Tensor products of module categories. In this section we shall define
the tensor product of module ∗-categories over unitary fusion categories, following
[ENO3]. We shall denote the tensor product of C-module categories defined in loc.
cit. by ⊠C.

Definition 5.4. Let M1 and M2 be ∗-categories. The exterior tensor product
M1⊠M2 is the ∗-category with following objects and morphisms:

Obj(M1⊠M2) = {
⊕

i∈I
Xi⊠Yi : Xi ∈ Obj(M1), Yi ∈ Obj(M2), |I| <∞},

Hom
M1⊠M2

(
⊕

i∈I
Xi⊠Yi,

⊕

i∈I
X ′

i⊠Y
′
i ) =

⊕

i,j∈I
HomM1(Xi, X

′
j)⊗C HomM2(Yi, Y

′
j ),

and ∗-structure (f⊠g)∗ = f ∗⊠g∗.

Let C,D be unitary fusion categories, so that the ∗-category C⊠D has an obvi-
ous ∗-fusion category structure. By definition, a (C,D)-bimodule ∗-category is a
module category over the unitary fusion category C⊠Drev, where Drev is D with
reversed tensor product.
For the following two definitions let A be a ∗-category and M,N left and right

(strict) C-module ∗-categories, respectively.
Definition 5.5. [ENO3, Definition 3.1] Let F : M⊠N → A be an exact ∗-functor.
We say that F is C-balanced if there is a natural family of unitary isomorphisms

bM,X,N : F (M ⊗X⊠N) → F (M⊠X ⊗N),

such that
bM,X⊗Y,N = bM,X,Y⊗N ◦ bM⊗X,Y,N ,

for all M ∈ M, N ∈ N, X, Y ∈ C.

Definition 5.6. [ENO3, Definition 3.3] A tensor product of a right C-module ∗-
category M and a left C-module ∗-category N is a ∗-category M⊠CN together with
a C-balanced ∗-functor

BM,N : M⊠N → M⊠CN

inducing, for every ∗-categoryA, an equivalence between the category of C-balanced
∗-functors from M⊠N to A and the category of ∗-functors from M⊠CN to A:

Hom∗
bal(M⊠N,A) ∼= Hom∗(M⊠CN,A).
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Remark 5.7. (1) The existence of the tensor product for module categories
over ∗-fusion categories can be proved using the same ideas in [ENO3].
semisimple category, see [ENO3].

Given a right C-module ∗-functor F : M → M′ and a left C-module *-functor
G : N → N′ note that BM′,N′(F⊠G) : M⊠N → M′⊠CN

′ is a C-balanced ∗-
functor. Thus the universality of B implies the existence of a unique right ∗-functor
F⊠CG := BM′,N′(F⊠G) making the diagram

M⊠N M
′
⊠N

′

M⊠CN M
′
⊠CN

′
?

BM,N

-
F⊠G

?

B
M′,N′

-
F⊠CG

commutative. The bihomomorphism ⊠C is functorial in module ∗-functors, i.e.,
(F ′⊠CE

′)(F⊠CE) = F ′F⊠CE
′E.

Remarks 5.8. (1) If M is a (C,E)-bimodule ∗-category and N is an (E,D)-
bimodule ∗-category, then M⊠EN is a (C,D)-bimodule ∗-category and
BM,N is a (C,D)-bimodule ∗-functor, see [Gr, Proposition 3.13].

(2) Let M be a (C,D)-bimodule ∗-category. The C-module action onM defines
a C-balanced ∗-functor. Let rM : C⊠CM → M denote the unique ∗-functor
factoring through BC,M. As in [Gr, Proposition 3.15] we can prove that rM
is a (C,D)-module ∗-category equivalence.

(3) Let M be a right C-module ∗-category, N a (C,D)-bimodule ∗-category,
and K a left D-module ∗-category. Then as in [Gr, Proposition 3.15], there
is a canonical equivalence (M⊠CN)⊠DK

∼= M⊠C(N⊠DK) of bimodule *-
categories. Hence the notation M⊠CN⊠DK will yield no ambiguity.

5.3. Crossed product tensor categories. We briefly recall group actions on
tensor categories. For more details the reader is referred to [DGNO].

Let C be a tensor category and let Aut⊗(C) be the monoidal category of monoidal
auto-equivalences of C, arrows are tensor natural isomorphisms and tensor product
the composition of monoidal functors.

For any group G we shall denote by G the monoidal category where objects are
elements of G and tensor product is given by the product of G. An action of the
group G on C, is a monoidal functor F : G → Aut⊗(C). In other words, for any

σ ∈ G there is a monoidal functor (Fσ, ζσ) : C → C, and for any σ, τ ∈ G, there
are natural monoidal isomorphisms γσ,τ : Fσ ◦ Fτ → Fστ .
Given an action F : G → Aut⊗(C) of G on C, the G-crossed product tensor

category, denoted by C⋊G, is defined as follows. As an abelian category C⋊G =
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⊕
σ∈G Cσ, where Cσ = C as an abelian category, the tensor product is

[X, σ]⊗ [Y, τ ] := [X ⊗ Fσ(Y ), στ ], X, Y ∈ C, σ, τ ∈ G,

and the unit object is [1, e]. See [Tam] or [Ga3] for the associativity constraint
and a proof of the pentagon identity.

Lemma 5.9. Let C be a unitary fusion category and G a finite group acting on C.
Then C⋊G is a unitary fusion category if and only if the G-action on C is unitary,
i.e., Fσ are monoidal ∗-functors and γσ,τ are unitary natural isomorphisms for all
σ, τ ∈ G. If C⋊G is a unitary fusion category C is a C⋊G-module ∗-category.
Proof. Straightforward. �

5.4. Clifford theory for G-graded fusion categories. Let G be a group and
C be a tensor category. We shall say that C is G-graded if there is a decomposition

C = ⊕σ∈GCσ

of C into a direct sum of full abelian subcategories, such that for all σ, τ ∈ G, the
bifunctor ⊗ maps Cσ × Cτ to Cστ . Given a G-graded tensor category C, and a
subgroup H ⊂ G, we shall denote by CH the tensor subcategory

⊕
h∈H Ch.

Definition 5.10. Let C be a G-graded fusion category. If (M,⊗) is a Ce-module
category, then a C-extension of M is a C-module category (M,⊙) such that
(M,⊗) is obtained by restriction to Ce.

Proposition 5.11. Let C be a unitary fusion category graded by a group G and
(M,⊗) an indecomposable Ce-module ∗-category. Then each C-extension (M,⊙)
is a C-module ∗-category.
Proof. Let (M,⊙) be a C-extension of (M,⊗). If M = C⊠CeM, then by [Ga2,
Theorem 1.3] End∗

C
(M) is a unitary fusion category ∗-monoidally equivalent to a

G-semidirect product unitary fusion category End∗
Ce
(M)⋊G and the C-extension

(M,⊙) is completely determined by the End∗
Ce
(M)⋊G-module category End∗

Ce
(M).

By Lemma 5.9 End∗
Ce
(M) is a End∗

Ce
(M) ⋊ G-module ∗-category, thus the C-

extension is a C-module ∗-category. �

The following is a simplified version of Clifford theorem for unitary fusion cat-
egory, see [Ga2].

Theorem 5.12. Let C be a G-graded ∗-fusion category, M an indecomposable
C-module ∗-category and N an indecomposable Ce-submodule ∗-subcategory of M.
Then there is a subgroup S ⊂ G and a CS-extension (N,⊙) of N, such that M ∼=
C⊠CS

N as C-module ∗-categories.
Proof. It follows from [Ga2, Corollary 4.4] and Proposition 5.11. �
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5.5. Completely unitary fusion categories.

Definition 5.13. Let C be a fusion category. We shall say that C is completely
unitary if the following properties are satisfied:

(1) C is monoidally equivalent to a unique (up to ∗-monoidal equivalences)
unitary fusion category (we shall denote this unitary fusion category again
by C).

(2) Every C-module category is equivalent to a unique (up to C-module ∗-
functor equivalences) C-module ∗-category.

(3) Every C-module functor equivalence between C-module ∗-categories is equiv-
alent to a unique (up to unitary C-module natural isomorphisms) C-module
∗-functor equivalence.

Remark 5.14. Let U(1) = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} and G be a finite group. By the
universal coefficient theorem [Rot, Theorem 10.22] Hn(G,U(1)) = Hn(G,C∗) for
all n > 0, i.e., every n-cocycle with coefficients on C∗ is equivalent to a some
n-cocycle with coefficients on U(1).

Proposition 5.15. Every pointed fusion category is a completely unitary fusion
category.

Proof. It follows from Remark 5.14 and the classification of module categories over
pointed fusion categories, [O2]. �

In [ENO3] they show that a graded fusion category C =
⊕

σ∈G Cσ determines
and it is determined by the following data:

(1) a fusion category Ce, a collection of invertible Ce-bimodule categories Cσ, σ ∈
G,

(2) a collection of Ce-bimodule isomorphisms Mσ,τ : Cσ ⊠Ce Cτ → Cστ ,
(3) natural isomorphisms of Ce-bimodule functors

ασ,τ,ρ :Mσ,τρ(IdCσ ⊠Ce Mτ,ρ) →Mστ,ρ(Mσ,τ ⊠Ce IdCρ)

satisfying the identity

(5.1) Mσ,τρk(Iσ ⊠Ceατ,ρ,k) ◦ ασ,τρ,k(IdCσ ⊠Ce Mτ,ρ ⊠Ce IdCk
)

= ασ,τ,ρk(IdCσ ⊠Ce IdCτ ⊠Ce Mρ,k) ◦ αστ,ρ,k(Mσ,τ ⊠Ce IdCρ ⊠Ce IdCk
),

for all σ, τ, ρ, k ∈ G, where we use the notation Id for the identity functor, and I
for the identity morphism.

Remark 5.16. If C is a G-graded fusion category where Ce is a unitary fusion
category, then C is a unitary fusion category with Ce as unitary fusion subcategory
if and only if Cσ are Ce-bimodule ∗-category,Mσ,τ are Ce-bimodules ∗-functors, and
ασ,τ,ρ are unitary isomorphism.
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Theorem 5.17. If C is a G-graded fusion category such that Ce and Ce⊠Crev
e are

completely unitary then C and C⊠Crev are completely unitary.

Proof. First we shall show that C is monoidally equivalent to a unique unitary
fusion category. Since Ce⊠Crev

e is completely unitary for each σ ∈ G, the Ce-
bimodule category Cσ is equivalent to a unique Ce-bimodule ∗-category Cσ. The
bifunctor ⊗ : Cσ×Cτ → Cστ and the complete unitarity of Ce⊠Crev

e define for each
pair σ, τ ∈ G a unique Ce-bimodule ∗-functor Mσ,τ : Cσ⊠CeCτ → Cστ , such that

Mf,gh(IdCf
⊠CeMg,h) ∼=Mfg,h(Mf,g⊠CeIdCh

),

as Ce-module functors. Now, using the polar decomposition (see Remark 2.4) and
the associativity constraint of C, there are unitary isomorphisms of Ce-module
∗-functors

ασ,τ,ρ :Mf,gh(IdCf
⊠CeMg,h) →Mfg,h(Mf,g⊠CeIdCh

),

for all σ, τ, ρ ∈ G, such that the equation (5.1) holds. The new G-graded fusion
category is equivalent to C and it is a unitary fusion category.
Thus we may assume that C is a unitary fusion category. Let M be an inde-

composable C-module category, then by the complete unitarity of Ce and Theorem
5.12, M is equivalent to a C-module ∗-category. Moreover, if M and N are C-
module ∗-categories equivalent as C-module categories, by [Ga2, Proposition 4.6],
Remark 5.14 and [Ga2, Theorem 1.3], M and N are equivalent as C-module ∗-
categories and every C-module equivalence is equivalent to a C-module ∗-functor
equivalence.
Finally, note that C⊠Crev is aG×Gop-graded fusion category where (C⊠Crev)(e,e) =

Ce⊠Crev
e . Thus by the second part of this proof C⊠Crev is completely unitary. �

5.5.1. Weakly group-theoretical fusion categories are completely unitary. Let C be
an arbitrary fusion category. The adjoint category Cad is the smallest fusion sub-
category of C containing all objects X⊗X∗, where X ∈ C is simple. There exists a
unique faithful grading of C for which Ce = Cad (see [GeNik]). It is called the uni-
versal grading of C. The corresponding group is called the universal grading group
of C, and denoted by U(C). All faithful gradings of C are induced by the universal
grading, in the sense that for any faithful grading U(C) canonically projects onto
the grading group G, and Ce contains Cad.
Let C be a fusion category. Let C

(0) = C,C(1) = Cad and C
(n) = (C(n−1))ad for

every integer n ≥ 1. The non-increasing sequence of fusion subcategories of C

C = C
(0) ⊇ C

(1) ⊇ · · · ⊇ C
(n) ⊇ · · ·

is called the upper central series of C.

Definition 5.18. [GeNik] A fusion category C is called nilpotent if its upper
central series converges to Vecf ; i.e., C

(n) = Vecf for some n. The smallest number
n for which this happens is called the nilpotency class of C.
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Definition 5.19. [ENO2] A fusion category C is calledweakly group-theoretical
if it is Morita equivalent to a nilpotent fusion category.

Theorem 5.20. Every weakly group theoretical fusion category is a completely
unitary fusion category.

Proof. By Theorem 5.3, we only need to prove that every nilpotent fusion category
is completely unitary.
Let C be a nilpotent fusion category. We shall use induction on the nilpotency

class of C. If the nipotency class is one, then C is a pointed fusion category,
so by Proposition 5.15, C and C⊠Crev are completely unitary fusion categories.
Now, let C be a nilpotent fusion category of nilpotency class n, so Cad = C(1) has
n − 1 nilpotency class and by hypothesis of induction Cad and Cad⊠(Cad)

rev are
completely unitary, thus by Theorem 5.17, C = C(0) is a completely unitary fusion
category. �

A (weak or quasi)-Hopf algebra is called weakly group-theoretical if Rep(H) is
a weakly group-theoretical fusion category.

Corollary 5.21. Every weakly group-theoretical (quasi)-Hopf algebra is isomor-
phic to a (quasi)-Kac algebra.

Proof. Let H be a weakly group-theoretical Hopf algebra. By Theorem 5.20, the
fusion category Rep(H) is equivalent to a unitary fusion category C, and the
forgetful functor defines a C-module structure over Vecf , so again by the complete
unitarity of C the fiber functor is equivalent to a unique exact ∗-monoidal functor.
By Tannaka-reconstruction theory for compact quantum groups (see [Wo]), the
Hopf algebra H associated to a ∗-monoidal fiber functor is isomorphic to a finite
dimensional C∗-Hopf algebra, i.e., a Kac algebra.
Now suppose that H is a weakly group-theoretical quasi-Hopf algebra. Then

Rep(H) is equivalent to a unique unitary fusion category C. By [Mu1, Proposition
2.1] every unitary fusion category is a C∗-tensor category, so for every pair of
objects X, Y , Hom(X, Y ) is a Hilbert space and 〈fg, h〉 = 〈g, f ∗h〉, 〈fg, h〉 =
〈f, hg∗〉 for all morphisms in C.
Let R ∈ C be the regular object, then F (X) = Hom(R,X) defines a ∗-functor

F : C →Hilbf . For every pair of simple objects Xi, Xj ∈ C there is a unitary
isomorphism Ji,j : F (Xi) ⊗C F (Xj) → F (Xi ⊗ Xj), that defines a quasi-fiber
functor preserving the ∗-structure with unitary constraint. Then by a standard
reconstruction argument the algebra EndC(F ) of functorial endomorphisms of F
has a natural structure of quasi-Kac algebra, such that U-Rep(EndC(F )) ∼= C as
unitary fusion categories. �

Remarks 5.22. (1) An analogous result to Corollary 5.21 is true for weakly
group-theoretical weak Hopf algebras.
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(2) In the survey article [A], the following Question 7.8 is raised. Given a
semisimple Hopf algebra H , does it admit a compact involution? Corollary
5.21 gives an affirmative answer for weakly group theoretical Hopf algebras.

It is not known (see [ENO2] Question 2) if there exist weakly integral fusion
categories that are not weakly group-theoretical. Theorem 5.20 inspires the fol-
lowing question: Is every weakly integral fusion category completely unitary or
unitary?

Remarks 5.23. (1) The answer is “no” without the weak integrality condi-
tion. In fact, every unitary fusion category is pseudo-unitary, (see [ENO1,
Section 8.4]) but for example the Yang-Lee category is a non-integral and
non pseudo-unitary fusion category. Indeed unitarity can fail in very dra-
matic ways, see [R1].

(2) The question can be reduced to integral fusion categories. By [ENO1,
Proposition 8.27] and [GeNik] for every weakly integral fusion category C

there isG-grading such that Ce is an integral fusion category, so by Theorem
5.17, C is completely unitary if and only if Ce is completely unitary.

If C is a unitary fusion category, the unitary center Z∗(C) is defined as the
full fusion subcategory of the usual center Z(C), where (X, cX,−) ∈ Z

∗(C) if cX,W :
X ⊗W →W ⊗X are unitary natural transformations for all W ∈ C. It is easy to
see that Z∗(C) is a unitary fusion category. The following result appears in [Mu2,
Theorem 6.4] we provide an alternate proof using our notation.

Proposition 5.24. Let C be a unitary fusion category. Then Z∗(C) is braided
monoidally equivalent to Z(C).

Proof. Let C⊠Crev be the external tensor product with the obvious structure of
∗-fusion category, see Definition 5.4. The ∗-category C is a C⊠Crev-module ∗-
category. By [O2, Proposition 2.2] the center is equivalent to End

C⊠Crev(C) and it
is easy to see that unitary center is ∗-monoidally equivalent to End∗

C⊠Crev(C), so
by Theorem 5.3 they are monoidally equivalent. �

Corollary 5.25. Let C be a weakly group-theoretical braided fusion category. Then
for every object X ∈ C, the Bn-representation on EndC(X

⊗n) is unitarizable.
Moreover, if FPdim(X) ∈ N then the sequence Y B(X,c) of algebras under CB has
a unitary quasi-localization of dimension FPdim(X), and if C has a fiber functor
then Y B(X,c) has a unitary localization of dimension FPdim(X).

Proof. We shall prove that every braided weakly group-theoretical fusion category
is braided equivalent to a unitary braided fusion category.
The fusion category C is weakly group-theoretical so it is a completely unitary

fusion category. Since C is braided, we have a canonical injective braided monoidal
functor F : C → Z(C), but by Proposition 5.24, Z(C) is braided equivalent to
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the unitary center Z∗(C), so C is braided equivalent to a unitary braided fusion
category, i.e., the braiding maps are unitary.
The others parts of the corollary follow from Proposition 4.17 and Corollary

5.21. �

5.6. C(sl3, 6): A case study. In this subsection we investigate a particular se-
quence of braid group representations that does not appear to have a localization,
but does have both quasi- and (k,m)-localizations. This illustrates the criterion
mentioned in Remark 4.18 and justifies the notion of (k,m)-localizations.
The integral unitary modular category C(sl3, 6) has 10 simple objects and FP-

dimension 36. It was shown in [NR] that C(sl3, 6) is non-group-theoretical and
in fact has minimal dimension among non-group-theoretical integral modular cat-
egories. The integrality of C(sl3, 6) implies that there is a semisimple, finite di-
mensional quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra A such that Rep(A) ∼= C(sl3, 6) as
braided fusion categories. The simple object X analogous to the vector representa-
tion of sl3 has FPdim(X) = 2 and tensor-generates C(sl3, 6). By Jimbo’s quantum
Schur-Weyl duality ([Ji]), the unitary sequence of Bn representations (ρX ,W

X
n ) is

equivalent to the Jones-Wenzl representations factoring over the semisimple quo-
tients Hn(3, 6) of the Hecke-algebras Hn(q) with q = e2πi/3 (see [R3]). Explicitly,
one has an isomorphism End(X⊗n) ∼= Hn(3, 6) which intertwines the Bn repre-
sentations, and End(X⊗n) is generated by the image of the braid group. The
eigenvalues of ρX(σi) are −1 and e2πi/6 in this case.
Moreover, (ρX ,W

X
n ) has a 2-dimensional unitary quasi-localization by Corollary

5.25. However, to explicitly determine the quasi-braided vector space (V, a, c)
would require solving the pentagon and hexagon equations, a notoriously difficult
task. The task would be significantly easier if C(sl3, 6) were equivalent to Rep(H)
for some (strictly coassociative) Hopf algebra H since then one may assume a is
trivial, i.e. (ρX ,W

X
n ) would have a 2-dimensional localization. This is not the

case:

Lemma 5.26. There is no unitary braided vector space of the form (V, c) with
dim(V ) = 2 localizing (ρX ,W

X
n ) (in the sense of Definition 1.2).

Proof. Dye [D, Theorem 4.1] has classified all 4× 4 unitary solutions to the Yang-
Baxter equation. Up to multiplying by a scalar and conjugation by matrices of
the form Q ⊗ Q the solutions are of 4 forms. To see that none of these can
localize (ρX ,W

X
n ) one need only check that the eigenvalues are not of the form

{−χ, χe2πi/6} with χ ∈ C. This is accomplished in [FRW, F]. �

Applying our results we obtain the following:

Theorem 5.27. Any semisimple quasi-Hopf algebra A with C(sl3, 6) ∼= Rep(A) is
non-coassociative.
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Proof. Since FPdim(C(sl3, 6)) = 36 = 2232, by [ENO2, Theorem 1.6] C(sl3, 6) is
solvable and hence weakly group-theoretical. Thus by Corollary 5.25 if C(sl3, 6)
admits a fiber functor (ρX ,W

X
n ) admits a unitary localization of dimension two

and this contradicts Lemma 5.26. �

Set ζ = e2πi/8 and consider the 8× 8 unitary block-diagonal matrix:

(5.2) R =
−e−πi/3

√
2




ζ−1 0 −ζ−1 0
0 ζ 0 ζ
ζ 0 ζ 0
0 −ζ−1 0 ζ−1


⊕ 1√

2




ζ 0 ζ 0
0 ζ−1 0 −ζ−1

−ζ−1 0 ζ−1 0
0 ζ 0 ζ




Then (C2, R) is a (3, 1)-generalized braided vector space. In fact, we have the
following:

Theorem 5.28. (C2, R) with R as in (5.2) gives a (3, 1)-localization of the se-
quence of braid group representations (ρX ,W

X
n ).

Proof. By the discussion above we may replace (ρX ,W
X
n ) by the Jones-Wenzl

representation (πn, Vn) associated with the semisimple quotient Hn(3, 6) of the
specialized Hecke algebra Hn(q) with q = e2πi/6 (see [W1]). Here the quotient is
by the annihilator of the trace tr on Hn(q) uniquely determined by

(1) tr(1) = 1
(2) tr(ab) = tr(ba)
(3) tr(ben) = tr(b)η where b ∈ Hn−1(q),

where en are the generators of Hn(q) and η = 1−q−2

1+q3
.

Thus it is enough to show that the Bn-representation afforded by R in (5.2)
factors over Hn(3, 6) and induces a faithful representation. Direct calculation
shows that the ρR(σi) indeed satisfy the defining relations of Hn(q) for q = e2πi/6.

Defining Tr on End(C2⊗n+1
) (here k +m(n− 2) = n+ 1) as 1

2n+1 times the usual

trace, one concludes that ρ−1
R (Tr)(a) := Tr(ρR(a) coincides with tr by checking

that it satisfies the relations above using standard techniques (see eg. [R3, proof
of Lemma 3.1]). In particular we see that the kernel of ρR (restricted to Hn(q))
lies in the annihilator of the trace tr so that ρR factors over the quotient Hn(3, 6).
Faithfulness of the induced representation follows from a dimension count or by
observing that Tr is faithful on End((C2)⊗n).

�

Remarks 5.29. (1) The matrix R above was derived from unpublished notes
of Goldschmidt and Jones describing a sequence of quaternionic represen-
tations of Bn. Indeed, let ı and  denote the usual generators of H the
quaternionic division algebra. Define

r = −e−πi/3/2(1 + ı⊗ ⊗ ı+ 1⊗ (ı)⊗ 1 + ⊗ ı⊗ ı)
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as an element of H⊗3. Applying the faithful 2-dimensional representation
of H to r yields the matrix R in (5.2).

(2) The category C(sl3, 6) is a subquotient of Rep(Uqsl3) with q = eπi/6 with the
2-dimensional simple object X corresponding to the 3-dimensional vector
representation V of Uqsl3. As such, there is a 9 × 9 matrix solution Ř
to the Yang-Baxter equation that associated to V (due to Jimbo [Ji]).
However, Ř is not unitary and the braid group representations it affords
has subrepresentations that are not subrepresentations of (ρX ,W

X
n ).

(3) The results of [FKW] imply that the representation spaces WX
n can be

uniformly embedded in a “local” Hilbert space but the braid group only
acts on a small subspace. This issue was the main motivation for [RW].

6. Conjectures and General Results

We have the following version of [RW, Conjecture 4.1]:

Conjecture 6.1. Let X be a simple object in a fusion category C with (X, c) a
Yang-Baxter operator. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) The sequence of algebras (Y B(X,c), ρ
(X,c), ι) under CB has a (unitary) gen-

eralized localization
(b) The sequence of algebras (Y B(X,c), ρ

(X,c), ι) under CB has a (unitary) quasi-
localization

(c) FPdim(X)2 ∈ N

(d) ρ(X,c)(Bn) is a finite group for all n.

Remarks 6.2. (1) Corollary 5.25 shows that if C is weakly group-theoretical
and FPdim(X) ∈ N then (b) above holds. It is not known if there
are any integral (or even weakly integral) fusion categories that are not
weakly group-theoretical. If indeed C integral implies C weakly group-
theoretical then FPdim(X) ∈ N implies (b), giving a slightly weaker ver-
sion of (c)⇒(b). For this reason we parenthesize the word unitary as it
is not unreasonable to expect that the conjecture is true with or without
unitarity.

(2) Conjecture 4.1 of [RW] is only concerned with simple objects in braided
fusion categories for which the sequence of representations (ρn,W

X
n ) is

(unitarily) localizable. We are not aware of any counterexample to this
more restrictive conjecture, but if the example discussed in Subsection 5.6 is
such a counterexample then Conjecture 6.1 is an appropriate replacement.

(3) If C is group theoretical (and hence integral) it is known [ERW] that (d)
holds for any object X ∈ C (for example if C ∼= Rep(DωG), where DωG
is the twisted double of a finite group G). Integrality of C and Prop.
4.17 imply that (b) and (c) also hold. The equivalence (c)⇔(d) has been
considered elsewhere, see [J1, J4, GJ, FLW, LRW, R2, R3, NR].
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The following version of [RW, Theorem 4.5] verifies part of Conjecture 6.1 under
an additional hypothesis:

Theorem 6.3. Let X be a simple object in a fusion category C with c a Yang-
Baxter operator on X such that

(a) Y B(X,c) = Y B(X,c) (i.e. the image of Bn generates End(X⊗n) as an alge-

bra), and
(b) the sequence of algebras (Y B(X,c), ρ

(X,c), ι) under CB has either a general-
ized or quasi-localization

then FPdim(X)2 ∈ N.

Proof. By passing to fusion subcategories, we may assume X is a tensor generator
for C.
For quasi-localization Corollary 4.14 implies that the same proof as in [RW,

Theorem 4.5] goes through without change as quasi-localizability implies the same
combinatorial consequences as localizability.
For the case of generalized localization we adapt the proof in [RW, Theorem 4.5].

Suppose (W, γ) is a (k,m)-localization of (Y B(X,c), ρ
(X,c), ι) with injective mor-

phism φ : Y B(X,c) → gY B(W,γ). Observe that EndgY B(W,γ)
= EndC(W

⊗k+m(n−2))

and set w = dim(W ). Fix an ordering X0 = 1, X1, . . . , XN−1 of the simple ob-
jects and define Hn

i = Hom(Xi, X
⊗n) for each i with Hom(Xi, X

⊗n) 6= 0. By (a),
the Hn

i form a complete set of simple ρ(X,c)(CBn)-modules. Let NX denote the
fusion matrix of X , i.e. such that (NX)i,j = dimHom(Xj, X ⊗ Xi). Let l ∈ N

be minimal with the property that for all i = 0, . . . , N − 1 there exists an s ≤ l
such that Hs

i 6= 0 (l exists by [DGNO, Lemma F.2]). Now let p ≥ 1 be minimal
such that Hp

0 6= 0 so that NX is an irreducible matrix of period p. Denote by Gn

the inclusion matrix for the algebras End(X⊗n) ⊂ End(X⊗n+1), i.e. the matrix
of multiplicities obtained by restricting the Hn+1

j to End(X⊗n) and decomposing
into a direct sum of Hn

i . Semisimplicity of End(X⊗n) and the injectivity of φ
imply that W⊗k+m(n−2) ∼=

⊕
i µ

n
iH

n
i as End(X⊗n)-modules for some µn

i > 0. De-
fine a vector of multiplicities (an)i := µn

i . The commutativity of the diagram in
Definition 4.5 and the injectivity of φ imply:

(6.1) wman = Gnan+1

for all n ≥ l.
The (square!) inclusion matricesG(i) = Πp−1

j=0Gl+i+j of End(X
⊗l+i) ⊂ End(X⊗l+i+p)

are primitive (as NX is irreducible of period p) and hence the Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue of each G(i) is simple. We will first show that al is a Perron-Frobenius
eigenvector for G := G(0). Eqn. (6.1) implies that

(wm)pal = Gal+p.
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For simplicity, let us define α0 := al, αn := al+pn andM = (wm)p. In this notation,
the above equation implies

Mnα0 = Gnαn

for all n ≥ 0. Let Λ denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of G and let v and w
be positive right and left eigenvectors such that wv = 1 and lims→∞( 1

Λ
G)s = vw.

We can rewrite the above equation as follows:

α0 =
Λn

Mn

(
1

Λ
G

)n

αn.

By taking a limit on the right-hand-side and then applying the property of the
eigenvectors v and w we have:

α0 = lim
n→∞

Λn

Mn
vwαn = lim

n→∞

(
Λnwαn

Mn

)
v.

The limit exists and thus α0 = al is an eigenvector forG as a non-zero multiple of v.
Similarly, each αj is also a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector forG. The integrality ofG
and α0 implies that Λ is rational and, moreover, the eigenvalues of G are algebraic
integers, thus Λ is a (rational) integer. The same argument shows that each al+i is a
Perron-Frobenius eigenvector for G(i). Now we will show that FPdim(X)2 ∈ N. As
NX is irreducible with period p we may reorder the simple objects X0, . . . , XN−1

so that (NX)
p is block diagonal with primitive blocks G(i). Let us denote the

Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of NX by λ. Then by the Frobenius-Perron theorem
each G(i) has λp as its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue which is a (rational) integer
by the above arguments. But λ must reside in an abelian (cyclotomic) extension
of Q and this implies that λs ∈ Z for some s ≤ 2. �
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